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MARI OGAWA/Photo editor 
desires 
at·hletic 
budget 
changes 
By KEN RYAN 
Staff editor 
Eastern 's athle tic department 
could be in for a "substantial" loss 
if proposed cuts in collegiate athlet-
ics by the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education are implicated, accord-
ing to Athletic Director Mike Ryan. 
IBHE is planning to make rec-
ommendations to Eastern and other 
institutions to phase out state 
money for intercollegiate athletics 
over a three-year period. IBHE is 
having a press conference in 
Springfield at 1:30 p.m. Monday to 
make the proposed recommenda-
tions. 
"Substantial," is what Ryan said 
about the effect the cuts would have 
on Eastern. "I would say, substantial 
to the point where we would have 
to seriously evaluate our entire pro-
gram and possibly make changes." 
While his mother Rose gives moral support, Lucas Seaman of Humble is given first aid treatment after being stung by a bee at the Charleston 
Community Festival on the Charleston Square, Sunday. Aid was given by Charleston Fire Dept., including EMT Lane Davis, 
Jon Laible, dean of liberal arts 
and sciences, said the board isn't 
trying to do away with intercolle-
giate sports at state institutions, but 
Eastern may no longer offer 
selected university degrees 
By ElllO'lt PEPPERS 
Staff writer 
If recommendations made by an education 
team are implemented, Eastern may no 
longer offer a master's in business adminis-
tration, a bachelor's degree in Afro-American 
Studies and several other degrees. 
The staff of the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education submitted Friday its final version 
of recommendations for eliminating, combin-
ing or reducing university programs at public 
universities in Illinois. 
"I feel strongly that because of the progress 
that has been made it (Afro-American 
Studies) will not be eliminated," said William 
Colvin, director of Afro-American Studies. 
"After the 10-day roster, we had 15 first 
majors, which is people who have Afro-
American studies as their only major and six 
double majors, so in essence, we had more 
than the required amount, which was 19," 
Colvin said. "The body that made the recom-
mendation does not do the cutting." 
"The IBHE can not eliminate programs on 
their own," said Jon Laible, dean of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences. "They can only recom-
mend to the Board of Governors that they 
·tliminate the program." 
"We think that we do a good job in decid-
ing which programs are worth keeping and 
which are to be eliminated, so naturally it is 
irritating to have someone on the board staff 
lo say this should be eliminated," Laible said. 
Laible said Eastern had already made 
changes to some programs that the IBHE 
staff had recommended eliminating. 
The IBHE staff suggested the master's in 
botany be eliminated, but Eastern had already 
taken steps to combine the graduate programs 
in botany, zoology and environmental 
biology into one degree, a master's in biolog-
ical sciences. 
Before the IBHE staff recommended that 
Eastern eliminate it's bachelor's in German 
because of low enrollment, Eastern's foreign 
language department had already approved a 
measure to combine the bachelor's in French, 
Spanish and German into a bachelor's in for-
eign language. 
"According to their criteria, they have a 
sound basis for their recommendations," said 
Theodore lvarie, dean of Lumpkin College of 
Business. "I do not find their recommenda-
tion regarding the MBA program at Eastern 
consistent with the criteria announced for 
judging the programs." 
"We don't agree with them and we will 
want to discuss with them, at the appropriate 
time, our concerns and matters we would like 
them to consider," Ivarie said. "We're just 
beginning a long process. I'm sure we will be 
heard and our comments taken into consider-
ation. Because it being a rati.onal process, I 
think our MBA program will survive and 
continue," he said. 
The IBHE staff also recommended the 
"' Continued on page 2 
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Blood drive underway 
By MELISSA ASHBY 
Staff writer 
Eastem's annual American Red Cross 
Blood Drive will take place Monday, 
through Thursday of next week in the 
north baleony of Lantz Gym. 
People wishing to give blood should 
enter at Lantz's Grant Avenue door. The 
blood drive will take place Monday from 1 
p.m. to 7 p.m. and Tuesday from noon 
until6p.m. 
The theme for this year's blood drive is 
a "Generic Blood Drive''. which means 
anyone can give blood. 
"Our goal this year is 1500 pints.•• said 
Gwen Little, who is heading the blood 
drive. Little, a physical .education instruc-
tor, said they would need an average of 
375 pints of blood a day to reach that 
mark. 
"We expect 400 people to sign up, and 
that is just in the Union and the Rec 
Center." said David Cline, a consultant for 
the American Red Cross. Little said she is 
giving extra credit points to her students if 
they sign up to give blood. Little, who has 
an average of 25 students per class, has 
had about 15 students in each class sign 
up. She is encouraging faculty to do the 
same. 
Also, the residence ball to get the most 
people to sign up will receive a plaque, as 
part of a contest, for blood donations. 
Little said that although they do not 
have all the sign up sheets back yet, the 
feedback from the students is looking 
good. "The student workers.are doing their 
jobs wen, and we could not have pulled 
this off without them," she added. Little 
also said people do not have to sign up in 
order to give blood. 
The blood will be going to the Red 
Cross center in St Louis for testing. From 
there it will be distributed to different hos-
pitals. 
News to run Spider-Man cartoon 
Starting Monday, the Spider-Man comic strip will be featured in The Daily Eastern News on 
the classified page for one year. The cartoon was donated to The News by Eastern alumnus 
Dan Hagen. 
The comic strip, which is written by Stan Lee and drawn by Larry Lieber, features the con-
tinuing adventures of Spider-Man who was created for Marvel Comics in the late 1960s by 
Stan Lee. 
The strip's current storyline features a guest appearance by Dr. Strange, another Marvel 
Comics' character. 
- Staff report 
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make them become "self-sustain-
ing." 
"The way I understand it, the 
board wants to recommend to 
Eastern to put athletics on a self-
sustaining basis,". Laible said. "It 
would mean that no appropriation 
dollars would go to intercollegiate 
athletics, like it does now." 
Eastern's 1991-92 athletic pro-
gram budget, which includes 
coaches as well as civil service 
salaries, is currently $874,908. As 
it ~tanefs:qow, state funds pay for 
thOl!.~ -SIJhuit~~. : .' ·· ,, 
"Ryan·said'he does not believe the 
cuts would force Eastern, which 
became a Division I school in 
Eastern 
"'From page I 
1982, to move back down to 
Division II, but added it was too 
early to even think about that. 
"At this point in time I would 
say no," Ryan said about Eastern 
becoming a Division II school 
again. "If it came about I think all 
of the state institutions would have 
to evaluate their programs ... not 
only divisions, but also the number 
of what sports can be offered." 
Even though athletics is not the 
only area that would be affected if 
the recommendations are imple-
mented, Ryan' said there are a cou-
ple of reasons why he believes the 
board is focusing on athletics. 
"I think it's potentially a major 
reaction to the way the funds avail-
able for higher education seem to 
be dwindling in the state," Ryan 
said. "I think what they have done 
is, number one, look at the dollars 
they have to allocate to the institu-
tions and, number two, they begin 
to examine how each institution 
chooses to expend their individual 
monies. 
"At that point I think they are 
beginning to isolate certain areas 
where they are expressing a desire 
for the institutions not to channel 
their money toward," Ryan added. 
"And athletics happens to be one of 
the areas." 
Ryan said he understands IBHE 
can only make a recommendation 
to the school, and IBHE cannot 
make the actual cuts to the athletic 
budget. 
November meeting and even after that universities 
have a year to respond. 
master's in technology be eliminated. Larry Helsel, 
dean of the College of Applied Sciences, said the 
IBHE report on Eastern master's in technology is 
based on "outdated and erroneous data." 
Laible said the IBHE could force the university to 
remove a program. 
"The IBHE does control the budget. If (the universi-
ty) doesn't eliminate a program, they could force our 
hand by eliminating the funding for the program," he 
said. 
"Their data is from 1984, which is obviously ridicu-
lous to use data that old to make a decision," Helsel 
said. "We have 73 enrolled as majors in our graduate 
program, which makes it one of the larger ones on 
campus. We think this program contributes to the eco-
nomic development of the state also." 
Laible said the IBHE board will meet on Oct. 6 
where the most they can do is accept the report. The 
board won't be able to take any action until its 
The IBHE is also recommending the university 
remove the state funds it's using for athletics and redi-
rect them to academics. 
"This is all very preliminary," Laible said. "It 
doesn't mean that all (programs) that were recom-
mended for elimination will be." 
Laible said the university is ask~ng the IBHE to 
check their data to see if it's current and accurate. 
Get Your 
.Ga~g Together! 
,-.. ~- ·FlJr Warbler 
Group Pictures 
November 2-7 
Union Bookstore Lobby 
9:00am - ~:OOpm 
We want your clubs, teams, classes, roommates, 
organizations, Frats. and Sororities, groups of friends 
and anyone else! 
Inspire New Members, Remember Old Times! 
Contact Cathy Myers at 581-2812 
For appointments and details 
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Eastern's ·chapter 
of UPI votes soon 
By DAVID M. PUTNEY 
and CASSIE SIMPSON 
Staff writers 
Members of Eastern 's chapter of 
the University Professionals of 
Illinois will vote on a 3 percent fac-
ulty pay raise Wednesday. 
The proposed agreement would 
give UPI members a 3 percent 
across-the-board pay raise, said 
Mitch Vogel, UPI president. The 
ballots will be kept in sealed boxes 
and will not be counted until all 
voting is completed Thursday, he 
said. 
"Over 50 percent, probably close 
to 60 percent of (Eastern 's faculty 
members are in) the bargaining 
unit," said Laurent Gosselin, chap-
ter president of Eastern 's UPI chap-
ter. 
Bargaining Unit B is made up of 
regular faculty. 
So far, contract ratification votes 
have taken place at two Board of 
Governors universities and will 
continue next week at the other 
three. 
Ratification meetings are taking 
place on different days at each indi-
vidual campus so UPI's chief nego-
tiator can meet with each school's 
faculty to explain the contract, 
Vogel said. Governors State's facul-
ty will vote Tuesday and Western 
Illinois' faculty will vote Thursday. 
The BOG will probably vote on 
the contract in a teleconference 
meeting by Oct. 12, said Michelle 
Brazell, BOG spokeswoman. If the 
contract is ratified by that date, the 
raise can be included in the Nov-
ember paychecks, said Gosselin. 
rce Evans, fourth grader at Mark Twein Grade School, attempts to prove his strength by Truck Pull 
ray afternoon at Charleston Community Festival. Charleston Community Festival is held annually on 
rrleston Square. 
Gosselin said the bargaining unit 
is divided into two groups. Bar-
gaining Unit A is made up of aca-
demic support professionals and 
temporary teaching professionals. 
"I think people recognize this is a 
reasonable settlement," Gosselin 
said. "But most of the people I 
talked to have been indicating they 
like it." 
esidents enjoy 'Lollapalooza Carman Style' 
"Lollapalooza Carman Style" was the 
me as Carman Hall residents were 
ted to a Sunday of alternative -rock 
1sic at an all-hall function from 3 p.m. 
7 p.m. outside their hall. 
Talcing his cue from the traveling alter-
ive rock festival, disc jockey Kevin 
er provided entertllinment by play-
songs from the bands present on the 
Lollapalooza tour, as well as giving away 
free compact disc certificates donated by 
Positively Fourth Street Records. 
Also on hand to feed any hungry resi-
dents was Domino's Pizza, selling pizza 
slices and soft drinks. 
T-shirts sporting a "Lolla-Carman" 
logo were also on sale with all proceeds 
going to the Red Cross to benefit victims 
of Hurricane Andrew in southern Florida. 
Carman resident assistant Chris Des--
mond said the purpose of the event was 
ATTENTION 
DORMS-SORORITIES-FRATERNITIES 
Timber Creek Stables, Inc. 
to "provide a chance for everyone to get 
together, relax and enjoy the beginning 
of the school year." 
"It gives you something to do on a 
Sunday afternoon, I guess," said Candy 
Hopkins, a freshman sociology major. 
"I'd just be up in my room asleep or 
something otherwise." 
"I think functions like this are a good 
idea," said Tina Webster, a speech com-
munication major from Elgin. "It gives 
you a chance to get out and meet some 
Now taking reservations for 
Barn Dances and Hay Rides. 
Horseback Riding $7.50/Hour 
(217) 268-3717 s 
other people from a different part of the 
building." 
"It's something to do between football 
games," said Brad Harvey, a freshman 
business major. "I've got nothing better 
to do anyway." 
Zoology major Cara Philips said she 
came out to "soak up some sun, listen to 
some good music and just get out of my 
room and enjoy a beautiful day." 
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345 1075 
YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S 
© COPYRIGHT 1992 JIMMY JOHN'S INC. 
FEATURE THE of the \ WEEK 
AT TOKENS 
Fin.~lly Arrived! 
1EIUSignature Series Wool Hats 
- one size and fitted 
- over a dozen styles to choose from · 
Applique 
Sweatshirts 
. 
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Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
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Diversity should 
continue through 
senate selections 
The student body has heard much talk about 
Student Senate turning over a new leaf - out 
with the old and in with the new. There has 
been talk of change in the senate's attitude and 
actions. 
The talk of change could actually turn into 
action this week, as Student Government is cur-
rently in the process of filling six vacated senate 
seats. Nineteen petitions were turned in from 
interested students and interviews with those 
students took place Wednesday night. 
Names or information concerning the appli-
cants will not be released until after senate's 
legislative leadership com-£dito rial ~ittee com_pletes inter-
. views, decides on who 
• they' want for the six and 
present those six to senate for approval. 
Speaker of the Senate Luke Neumann, how-
ever, has said he was very pleased with the stu-
dent response and was excited about the appli-
cants. Neumann also said the committee would 
be looking for students who had experience in 
Student Government. 
We've heard promises of no more petty 
internal fighting, an end to the greek image, no 
more self-glorification and no more "lip ser-
vice." Student Senate has said that this is a sen-
ate is full of new blood. 
These promises are encouraging to students 
who would like to see senate with a new face 
this year. A diverse group of students repre-
senting us and working for us is something that 
would only benefit the student body. 
With approximately 50 percent of senate 
being comprised of new members and six 
members about to be appointed, senate has a 
good chance of accomplishing its new goals. 
The six vacancies will be filled by appoint-
ment, which means the students will not be 
• able to have a direct say in who is, or is not, 
,named to senate as a student representative. 
• The decision rests in the hands of a senate, 
who - despite its recent promises - are difficult 
to trust. 
The News hopes that Student Government 
remembers its promises to the students as it 
makes its choice for the new senate members. 
We hope senate takes into consideration that 
Eastern is a school of diverse population and 
that it takes a senate of diversity to adequately 
represent those students. 
• ~=":!~o~&i:::~:y~:: IQlll!i our free society is n ot only 
b asic to a university but to 
the entire n ation . 
'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---' 
w ' • 
Republican GOP not spelled G-0-
The race for the presidency is 
dramatic, important and entertain-
ing - especially entertaining. At 
last count, all the promises, guar- : 
antees and the soon-to-come 
"changes" dolled out by President 
George Bush and Gov. Bill Ointon 
would cost hundreds of millions of 
dollars in new taxes and programs. 
But through all the fun-and-
games trickery put on parade 
every four years, candidates can 
always manage to strike a cord. 
This year, the personal irritation 
award goes to George Bush. 
Chrls 
Seper 
At one of his many campaign stops, Bush took the 
stage and said, when the Democrats were putting 
together the party platform, they had forgotten one 
three-letter word ... 
"G-0-D." 
I cringed. My mom called me - she had cringed. It 
even made Bush's own Secretary of State, James Baker, 
cringe. Maybe it was a campaign gone dry or a presiden-
tial ego gone haywire, but did George Bush just become 
the cross-bearer for Christians throughout the countJy7 
The most dear thing in many people's lives and the 
center of their wortd had just become a campaign flyer. 
Religion was now another tool in getting elected presi-
dent. 
If religion was so dear to George Bush, why did he 
throw it into the national version of the three-ring circus? 
If he was so pious and right, why didn't he become a 
priest or a missionary instead of the opposite - a politi-
cian. 
Can a true Christian even claim allegiance to a political 
party? On the Republican side, you have issues like the 
death penalty, institutional chauvinism and the mind-
control oppression that is so dominant in the right-w ing , 
Your turn ••. 
pseudo family values platform. 
On the left you have pro-choice, homosexuality, 
death penalty and all the other goodies that come 
Democratic-idealism that puts public freedoms in 
national decency. 
In no way, shape or form can the opposite be said 
the Democrats be considered the true representa 
God and religious beliefs. It is obvious through I 
members of the respective parties and the beliefs I 
tive of the groups, Republicans are the more "Ch 
of the two. But they are definitely not the end-all, 
ing-star of Christianity as it should be known. 
The only thing that would stop God from breaking 
Clinton in two before George Bush - if God 
earth and did that sort of thing - is the Bush has 
daimed to completely represent and know God 
own policies prove he doesn't - something that th 
out the Bible is a very big no-no. 
The maneuver is not only platform poor but 
questionable. In his continual Christian represen 
where will all of Bush's centrists, Jews and other v, 
non-Christians go but to Bill Ointon and Al Gore? 
In a nation of diversity, different religious bellefs 
questionable overall morality, would it be ethical or 
cessful to tJy and force beliefs on people who, u 
nately, don't yet buy it? 
Who would be more likely to persecute a long-
tax-evading, anti-government, religious radical that 
was during his time? - . " _ , " 1 ,.J, 
It would be nice and definitely bring the couney 
ing toward the better, if correct Christianity was 
one's belief. But. unfortunately, that's not going to 
pen'by way of any president in any four-year term. 
Pharisee and Republican - they both sound the 
tome. 
- Chris Seper is edit page editor and a regular col 
nist forThe Daily Eastern News. 
·Health Service 
not full-fledged 
'Health Circus' 
of the staff earlies this disrespect for should be. 
our privacy. In fact, I have seen one However, I do wish to add 
particular nurse take her patients into one area of the article that is ml 
her office to talk confidentially. I ceptionalized . This has to do 
don't know the name of the nurse, services for the visually impal 
but I am sure that her approach to The article states t hat "Visua 
helping students in their need of impaired and print impaired stud 
Dear editor: medical attention is well appreciated. who usually can read but are u 
I am responding to Jenni fer Although we may simply be stu- to understand what they read ... 
_Krogh 's column, "Health Service dents, we are entitled to the confi- am concerned because I am a vi 
more of a Health Circus (The Daily dentiality anyone would expect in a ly impaired (legally, but not to 
Eastern News, Thursday, Sept. 17)." I p rivate physician 's o ffice. The blind) graduate of Eastern, em 
think that many of the students here employees of this university's Health ed in my field part time and also 
at Eastern have v isited our health Service should be more sympathetic ployed part time as reader for o 
"facility" and have experienced simi- and compassionate to the feelings of blind students on campus. 
lar humiliation, embarrassment or their patients. My concern is that when po 
just poor service. The pamphlet Ms. Celeste Pelleties employers in the area read a 
Krogh mentioned is indeed false H d d ment like this one, that this type 
advertisement. In most cases, such an icappe thing will affect employment 
as the one Ms. Krogh brought to our bilities in a negative way. It is al 
attent ion, the students' p rivacy is not considered hard enough to find a job. Pl 
violated by the Health Service. don't through low expectations 
The treatment room should be mentally slow disabled individuals make it e 
limited to the basics, such as taking harder. 
our temperature and checking blood Dear editor: The learning disabled may 
pressure. Personal questions like, trouble with comprehension. H 
"Why do you need to see a doctor?" 1 want to thank The Daily Eastern ever, having a sight limitation d 
or, "W hat is the reason for your News for printing the article which t f~ t h . f 
announces where to locate services no a ec compre ension ° P 
visit?'' should be taken into consider- fo th h d' ped (M d S t material meanings. Don't reduce 
ation and into another room. 2 ;) ~ a; icap 1 fi :. ay, e~ · visually impaired to less than 
However, even through all the . · an you a~ or mg sensi- petent individuals. We are com 
................ s·a~· A ... , u .... :..- ,:"',,,.,J>_..,. ~# ........ ti'Je enono-h on.the.issue to p.lace the • •t .f..QA,..p.,r . •• · ••••. .-. · . ·.,·.· •• .-.-
• •"-Hav • _.. •fft.C.. .... t'J• -·~"""""' •.UVl'<.W'H.a1ticle'C>-;;9the" fronrpage -'_: wtiere rr--· en ~ ...... j & & L~~·· 
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Germany unification 
to be lecture topic 
Planning for Eastern's 
events takes teamwork 
509 Van Buren (217) 345-2380 
~ 
By STEVE LYSAKER 
Campus editor 
The problems caused by 
Germany's unification in 1990 will 
be the topic of a lecture by Profes-
sor Rolf Steininger of Innsbruck 
University, Innsbruck, Austria, at 7 
p.m. Tuesday in the Booth Library 
lecture hall. 
Study Abroad Coordinator Wolf-
gang Schlauch said Steininger will 
discuss the major problems that 
unified Germany faces and the ram-
ifications these problems have on 
Europe. 
"He will generally address the 
political, economical and social 
problems since reunification in 
1990," Schlauch said. "He will also 
address the recent protests against 
foreigners and the demonstrations 
by the neo-Nazis. 
"He'll ~ abo~t the strengthen-
ing of righi-wing'"' groups and 
, ap,~~1 .~.~~th.er Qern;iany is return-
big to'1U soeia:J.ist past." he added. 
Schlauch said the lecture is spon-
sored by the political science, histo-
ry and foreign language depart-
ments because "this topic is of in-
terest not only to political scientists, 
but to historians and those involved 
in foreign languages - especially 
German - as well." 
Schlauch hopes students and fac-
ulty attending the lecture will "gain 
an understanding of the causes and 
factors that have led to the demons-
trations and unrest caused by the 
unification." 
Schlauch also said those in atten-
dance will gain a "comprehension 
of the combined problems of the 
unification, the collapse of the cold 
war and the collapse of commu-
nism and how they affect Europe as 
a whole." 
Steininger is also exploring the 
possibility of continuing and stren-
gthening the exchange program 
between Eastern and Innsbruck 
University. 
"The {exchange program with 
Innsbruck) has been going for 
about one year now and (Eastern) 
currently has two students enrolled 
' there," Schlauch said. He added a 
graduate student from Innsbruck 
attended Eastern last year. 
"(Innsbruck) also has exchange 
programs with the University of 
Florida and the University of New 
Orleans," Schlauch said. 
By CHRIS KARWOWSKI 
Staff writer 
Setting up Eastern 's concerts 
and other various activities 
doesn't just occur by itself. What 
many don't realize is that those 
involved have some vital help. 
The National Association of 
Campus Activities has provided 
Eastern with numerous acts such 
as Paula Poundstone, Carrot Top, 
Mario Joyner, the Temptations 
and the upcoming Ray Charles 
concert. 
"NACA is a very vital organi-
zation to the University Board 
and to schools in general," said 
Cecelia Brinker, assistant direc-
tor of student activities. 
NACA is the nationwide orga-
nization that consists mainly of 
talent agencies and contacts, 
Brinker said. Most of the major 
acts which come to Eastern's 
campus are set up through 
NACA. "If (the UB) doesn't deal 
with NACA directly, it is usually 
communicating with contacts 
made through NACA." 
Brinker said that comedy is 
the main focus of entertainment 
at Eastern, but many different 
acts can be booked through 
NACA. Music, comedy, lectures, 
movies and novelty/variety acts 
have all been booked through the 
NACA organization. 
Instead of having an entertain-
er travel to a number of colleges 
separately, NACA will often 
give lower, "block" rates, to col-
leges in the same general area 
that are willing to book an artist 
at the same time, Brinker said. 
This saves the colleges money 
and the entertainer time and 
money. 
Brinker added that NACA 
isn't just a large booking agency 
- it provides students with work-
shops and educational classes, 
that deal with things like student 
leadership, professional develop-
ment and multi-culturalism. It 
also gives student staff workers 
hands-on experience in dealing 
with the entertainment industry. 
Eastern deals with other 
agents, Brinker sai<.l, "but overall 
NACA is our major entertain-
ment connection." 
Rumolemlnze Shots 
w/ed!ble chocolate cups $1.so 
$1 12 Oz Drafts 
free r1'ii"a-Sik:e 1
1 
w/any drink purchase 1: 
From 3 pm-7 pm 1
1 
___ o_: P.:. c::o::r ___ .Ji 
, .. WISH !fAPPlL·n1s 
BIRTHDAY 
TO YOUR FRIENDS 
WITH A PHOTO 
IN THE DAILY 
EASTERN NEWS! 
1 x3 Birthday ads run 1 day 
for $12. That includes a 
photo of your choice. 
Deadline is 3 business days 
prior to publication. 
SAVE $4.38 OFF 
the regular ad price! 
Pizza of the Week 
''Heart Burner!'' 
MAKE A RUN FOR GREAT SAVINGS 
ON WARBLER PORTRAITS 
MEDIUM 
Pepperoni, Onion, 
Italian Sausage, & 
Bacon.· 
Served or Delivered 
with antacid Tablets 
$7.99 
· Get a second 
"Heart burner" 
at 1/2 menu price 
Dine-in or Delivery 
Sept. 28 - Oct. 4 
I!~ ~ut® 
PRICED TO MOVE 
EIU DORM FRIDGES 
$21 till May '93 
Free Delivery 
345-7083 
~) 
PANTHER. 
LOUNGE 
-----TONIGHT! 
$1.50 
PITCHERS 
NO 
COVER 
105 W. Lincoln 
345-7711 
includes 
resurfacing rotors 
& Labor 
Metallic Pads extra 
$4722 
Exp. 10/ 5/92 
Portrait 
Dates 
• September 28 - 30 in Neoga Room 
of the Union 
• October 1, 2 in Stevenson Hall Basement 
Call 581-2812 For Details on These Great Savings 
Lube, Oil 
Filter Change $1422 
and Wash& 
Wax 
Most Cars 
Exp. 10/ 5/92 
TRANSMISSION 
SERVICE , ... .: 
o,eO. . Change Fluid 
co~e~0o ~~ Filter & Gasket 
i e iS· $2422 eve'f"Y 
Most Cars Labor 
Exp. 10/ 5/92 Parts Extra 
Spe cial r>isc:e>-u_~t fe>r EILJ St-u_cle~ts 
Free I~spec:tie>~s 
4 Wheel Alignment 
Recomµiended $ 4422 
. For Front Wheel Labor 
Drive Cars 
Exp. 10/ 5/92 
Parts Extra 
Flush & fill your radiator 
Includes 1 gal 
antifreeze $2422 
most cars 
Exp. 10/ 5/ 92 
Front End Alignment 
Recommended $ 2 622 
for Rear Wheel Labor 
Drive Cars 
Exp. 10/ 5/92 
CLODFELDER'S GOODYEAR ~~a~l~~:~~~c MasterCarn • oU~ 
Call for Appointment 345-21 30 
I i ~l_.J-. ~ 'Jj·f;;i._1 I._ ti , J 1Jl lU " 
Monday, September 28, 1992 · •1 The Dally Eastern N 
Award offere'd~ to seniors 
By BRIAN HUCHEL 
Staff writer 
Seniors interested in winning the 
award must first obtain a nomina-
tion form, Camp said. Forms are 
tend an award ceremony where the 
nominee will receive the award, 
Camp said. The ceremony will be 
held in Springfield in November. For the 18th straight year, the available in the office of Acting 
Lincoln Academy of Illinois will Student Affairs Vice President 
present its annual award to a gradu- Louis Hencken. 
As in past years, The Lincoln 
Academy of Illinois will present the 
selected nominee with a cash 
stipend. Camp said the stipend 
should be in the range of approxi-
mately $150. 
ating Eastern senior. Camp said the student must fill 
The award's criteria is based on a · out the form and return it to Hen-
college senior's overall academic, cken's office, accompanied by a 
curricular and extra-curricular signed letter of nomination from a 
achievements during his or her col- faculty or staff member. Camp also said all prospective 
nominees should have their forms 
in by 4 p.m. Oct. 9. Seniors with 
questions should call 581-3221. 
lege career, according to Saye Once an award recipient has 
Camp, secretary for the student been chosen, the nominee and his 
affairs office. staff or faculty nominator will at-
Americans expect cure for AIDS 
NEW YORK (AP) - During the 21st century, most 
Americans expect to see cures for AIDS and cancer, 
a woman president and more environmental disas-
ters, according to a poll. 
Far fewer foresee a Gure for the common cold. 
A majority of the 800 Americans questioned also 
believe the Second Coming of Jesus Christ will occur 
within the next 1,000 years, according to a poll by 
Time magazine and Cable News Network. 
The poll was conducted in July for "Beyond the 
Year 2000," a special issue of Tune exploring expec-
tations for the 21st century in politics, science and 
society. The issue is due on newsstands Monday. 
Asked to choose between pairs of people they 
believed had most iafluenced history, the majority 
picked Christopher Columbus over Neil Amistrong, 
Thomas Edison over Albert Einstein, Beethoven over 
The Beatles and Mikhail Gorbachev over Karl Marx. 
Given a checklist of possible events in the coming 
century, 75 percent said they expect a cure for AIDS; 
80 percent a cure for cancer and 39 percent a cure for 
the cold. The margin of error is plus or minus 3.5 
percent. 
The next century will bring both a black president 
and a woman president, 76 percent said. About one-
third expected to meet beings from other planets. 
A majority, 61 percent, foresee more poverty; 59 
percent increasing environmental disasters and 53 
percent the Second Coming within the millennium. 
Asked which nation will most threaten the United 
State's world position, 22 percent said Japan, 14 per-
cent Russia and 13 percent China. 
n ·ouble Pizza Days!!! 
2 smalls w/ 1 topping only $6.98 
2 mediums w/ 1 topping only $9.98 
2 larges w/ 1 topping only $12.98 
. Fast, Free Delivery 
Hours 
Mon - Thurs .................. .4 pm - 2 am 
Fri .... ,. ............................. 4 pm .:. 2:30 am 
S~turday ....................... 11 am - 2:30 .am 
Sunday .......................... 11 am - 2 am 
9 348~545~t ""'T·;. h lLlr r'.'. il~r?. 
· ! _ . or Pick up at 215 Lincoln 
Students CONGRATULATIONS. 
· On your way to class? 
Looking for a quick place to get lunch? 
GIVE McHUGH'S A TRY! 
Fast. 
Friendly 
1~~~1 
Service 
1 /4 lb. Cheeseburger 
Fully Dressed 
Reg. Fry 
Med. Drink $2.49 
Chicken Sandwich 
Reg. Fry 
Med. Drink 
$2.59 
TRY OUR WEEKEND SPECIAL (SAT -SUN ONLY) 
89¢ 1/4 lb. Hamburger or 99¢ 1/4 lb. Cheeseburger 
I . it ' 
I. 
TO THE MEMBERS OF 
SIGMA. PHI EPSILON 
ON THERE FOLLOWIN.G ACHIEVEMENTS 
IN A .CADEMICS 
4.0 
·--~~~-.--~->Steve-·Stlapiro·-:- ~: --· 
3.5-3.94 
Duane Bailey 
Phil Brojan 
Kevin Dwyer 
Chris Shanley . 
Craig Tafel 
' • . 
Darren Snedigar 
3.0-3.49 
·Mike Bergi·n . ·Jeff Hoese 
Brian :Buse.her Do'ug Kanwischer 
Nick Carrillo . Joe Marty 
Chris Catailo . ·Dave Rader 
Bob Claybrook ·· Greg.Schenk 
Mason Con~olly Tim Webb 
Chris Fraehling Heath Williams · 
. . . . .· 
Monday, September 28, t 992 
raternity runs for charity 
their names put on a special T-shirt that is being 
designed for the event, Winn said. 
:tern's Sigma Nu fraternity chapter is seeking 
irt and donations for the second annual East 
West Game Ball Run. 
"The businesses will also get their names on one of 
the cars that will follow the runners," Winn said. "We 
want to get more local support and publicity this 
year." 
1e event, which will benefit the Make-A-Wish 
1tion, entails a 200 mile run between Eastern 
Last year the event raised approximately $2,500 for 
the Make-A-Wish Foundation. This year the Sigma 
Nu chapters hope to double that, Winn said. Western Illinois Universities. Eastern 's Sigma Nu 
:r will carry a football from its house in Greek 
to the state capital in Springfield. Western's 
:r will then carry the ball from the capital to 
The Make-A-Wish Foundation grants the last wish-
es of terminally ill children. Some examples of chil-
dren's wishes that have become a reality through 
Make-A-Wish are a one-on-one basketball game with 
Michael Jordan and a trip to Disneyworld. 
football stadium in Macomb. 
1gma Nu Philanthropy Chair, Brad Winn, said the 
ity is looking for donations and pledges before Winn and the philanthropy chair from the Western 
chapter will present the ball and a check for the 
amount that has been raised to a Make-A-Wish repre-
sentative at halftime during the Eastern vs. Western 
Football game on Oct. 17. 
:tual run. Eastern 's Sigma Nu chapter will leave 
iuse for Springfield at 7 a.m. on Oct. 15. 
re want to invite everyone to come out and wish 
luck with the run as we leave," Winn said. 
iple can make a flat donation or a pledge per 
Businesses that donate $50 or more will have 
Anyone wanting to make a donation or needing 
more information can contact Winn at 581-6544. 
ided suicide sparks debate 
IETROIT (AP) - The latest 
'tde assisted by retired physi-
Jack Kevorkian has brought 
·ed calls for a state law ban-
such~£i~>. 52-y~ar-old woman with ter-
lung cancer became Kevor-
's fifth assisted suicide on 
day, said his lawyer, Geof-
Fieger. 
1is F. Hawkes placed a mask 
her face and turning on a 
:ter of carbon monoxide, her 
words were, "Please give me 
," Fieger said. 
:vorkian, dubbed "Dr. Death" 
':tics, has gained notoriety by 
:ting suicides in Michigan, 
h has no law banning the 
:tice. Criminal charges have 
filed against Kevorkian in 
.t, only to be dropped. 
"There's no stopping Kevorkian 
unless we pass legislation that lit-
erally will take him off the 
streets," state Sen. Fred Dil-
lingham said Sunday. 
"Until we do that, we will see 
what he's doing become more and 
more routine," said Dillingham, 
sponsor of a bill making it a 
felony to assist in a suicide. "He's 
literally getting away with mur-
der." Dillingham 's bill and two 
others dealing with assisted sui-
cide are before a Michigan House 
subcommittee on death and dying. 
The subcommittee has not met 
since March, but is to reconvene 
the second week in October, said 
state Rep. Lynn Jondahl, who 
chairs the subcommittee. 
Kevorkian, 63, of the Detroit 
suburb of Royal Oak, was not pre-
sent at the news conference an-
nouncing the latest suicide Satur-
day, and Fieger said he would not 
be making a public statement. 
Kevorkian's medical license 
was suspended in November 
1991, after he helped a Portland, 
Ore. woman kill herself. · 
Oakland County Prosecutor 
Richard Thompson tried prosecut-
ing Kevorkian after the first three 
assisted suicides. Each time, a 
judge dropped the charges because 
Michigan has no law against as-
sisted suicides. 
Thompson said Saturday he 
won't try to charge Kevorkian in 
the fourth suicide until a state 
Court of Appeals ruling on his 
appeal of a judge's dismissal of 
murder charges in the October 
1991 deaths of two women. 
onday nite football at . . ~ 
<:/11.arty's 
''Brezv cup and draft special" 
$1.50 1fil cup- $1.25 refills in a Bears U keep cup 
~- $3 Pitchers 
tonite: 3 for $1 chili dogs 
*on the big screen* 
Raiders-vs-Chiefs 
"Express Yourself" 
at Jerry's Pizza~ Pub 
I Where the Price is Right. ~-
r---~:~RG-E ___ l r--~~-~---, 
1 ingredient 
Pizza & a Quart 
of Coke ........ 825 
Jerry's 
345-2844 
1 ingredient 
Pizza & a Quart 
of Coke ........ 595 
Jerry's 
· 1 345-2844 
I 
L--------------------~ 
At 
GANDOLFI 
CHIROPRACTIC 
In Charleston 
EVEKYTHING'S FREE 
After eight years of providing Eastern Students with quality 
chiropractic care, we are welcoming the students back to school. 
To welcome you back we are offering to perform our services on 
you first visit absolutely free with this certificate! 
This includes consultation, examination, treatment, and X-rays 
if indicated. call NOW to schedule your appointment. 
:1 .t...l. 
_, e,~-
"" 
GANDOLFI CHIROPRACTIC 
2115 "I 8th St. Call 345-4065 
*New Patients only, Certificate must be presented 
on 1st visit 
Expires Sept. 30, 1992 
we~ 1001.dng for.seniors who like . 
working with an·kinds of hardware. 
Careers in data .pl'OCe$ing, accounting, actuarial, and auditing at State Fann. 
. At State Fann, \ve understand the concept of ''work:' .Believe it or not, we also undeFStand the 
concept of "play:'. . . . · · . · · 
That's because we don't think you can be really outstmding at the first Without havjng an 
appreciation for the second. Which is exactly why a career at State Fann in· Bloomington ·could be the 
ideal place f9r you. · 
You'll work for pne of the countzy's most respected companies on the most advanced computer 
equipment in the industzy. You'll be challenged and stimulated. You'll be rewarded with excellent pay 
and benefits. You'll make your clas.smates very envious. . 
What's more, you'll also have time to appreciate the finer things in life. That's because Bloom-
ington isn't just a ~t place to start a career, it's a great place to live, to ~njoy, to' start a family (if, 
indeed, you're reaay to start thinking about that). In addition to the commUnity's pleasant neighbor-
hoods, inviting parks, and other recreational facilities, you'll find two universities that effer a host of 
cultural and soeial activities to take advantage of. . s· . v. 
If you're a senior with a math, accounting, data proce&5ing, mn m• . . late •'arm. 
or computer science background, come talk to us at your . ..A... · Insurance 
college placement office. We're looking for people who are .. Co · . 
~Otivated and OUtgo~g. People Wh0 ~oy C~enges, On the INSUIANC~ mp31lles 
JOb -. and aw:i-y from. it Aft.er all, you re no~ Just looking for a Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois. 
great JOb. You re looking for a great way of life. An equal opportunity employer. 
"" ... ~. 
to-:"' 
·"::;:I 
'I 
ii 
I 
I 
I 
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THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report errors 
immediately at 581-2812. 
A corrected ad will appear 
in the next edition. 
All classified adv'ertising 
MUST meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
;_' ads proc;essed /UTER 2 
l ~ p·m· ~ill; be iPL\blished in 
I , fhe :foll<;>""ling pay~ . newspa­
' .. pert Ads _cann9t be can-
: - celed AFTER the Z°'p .m. · 
deadline. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-
essary to omit an advertise-
ment. 
DIRECTORY 
SERVICES OmRED 
TRAVEL 
TRAINING/ScHOOLS 
HELP WANTED 
WANTED 
AoomoN 
RIDES/RIDERS 
ROOMMATES 
FOR RENT 
FOR SALE .; 
LOST &.. FOUND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME 
PACKAGES. YOU CHOOSE 
DESIGN, TYPESTYLE AND 
PAPER. PATTON PRINTING, 
418 W. LINCOLN, 
CHARLESTON. 345-6331. 
_________ 12/11 
CASH FOR GOLD-DIAMONDS-
GUNS-TV-VCRS-MOST ANY-
THING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEA-
SON'S COMPUTER -SHOP, 
NEW AND USED COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND 
SOFTWARE. BUY, SELL AND 
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE, 
WEST SIDE. 348-1011. PAWN 
SHOP 
_________ 12/11 
T's Expert Keys. Typing. Free 
13ick-up and delivery in 
Charleston. Same day service 
available. Call 348-0627 
__________ 10/9 
Child care offered in my home or 
yours. Alternate hours during the ~ 
day & evening. Call Jennifer 
Trenkler. 581-5030. 
__________ 9/30 
WHY PAY BIG CITY AUTO 
RATES? CALL HALL INSUR-
ANCE TO SAVE. 345-7023 
Spring Break '93 Panama City 
Beach, Florida Sales Representa-
tive needed to work with the #1 
Spring Break Team. TRAVEL 
ASSOCIATES AND TOUR 
EXCEL. Sell the BEST properties 
on the beach. SUMMIT CONDO-
MINIUMS, MIRACLE BEACH 
RESORT, HOLIDAY INN, PIER 
99. Earn top commission and free 
trips. For more information call: 
Julie at 1-800-558-3002. 
________ ca9/22,28 
Now hiring for our activity and 
habilitation department. Part-time 
positions available. Must be able 
to work weekends. Apply at 738 
18th St. 9-5, M-F. EOE. 
__________ 10/2 
~·--­The 
oaily Eastern News 
CLASSIFIED Ao FORM 
Name: ________________ _ 
Address: ______________ _ 
Campus Sales Rep wanted for 
one of the leading college travel 
companies in the country. Earn 
cash commissions, tree ski trips 
and/or Spring Break trips to Can-
cun, Jamaica, Bahamas! Call 1-
800-666-4857. 
__________ 10/9 
Knowledgeable male student 
needed to assist with electric 
fencing. Hours flexible. 345-4600. 
Ask tor Ira. 
__________ 10/2 
Wanted: Part-time afternoon 
experienced farm help. 345-6550. 
__________ 9/30 
Earn extra money selling Avon. 
Call 345-6834 or 1-800-441-2866 
__________ 10/5 
VOLUNTEER: The Coalition 
Against Domestic Violence will 
train individuals interested in vol-
unteering to staff the Hot Line. 
Training session will be held on 
Thursdays and Fridays from 6 
p.m. to ' 10 p.m. for 4 weeks 
beginning October 15. Call 348-
5931.-Mon:-Fri., for more info. 
______ 9/28,30, 10/2 
College Travel, a National Spring 
Break Company, is seeking On 
Campus sales rep. individuals or 
organizations. High commission 
plus a free trip during your 
SPRING BREAK. Call 812-285-
9467 
Pregnant? Happily married, well 
educated couple would like to 
adopt an infant. We can give your 
child the kind of home you would 
want-love, support, security, and 
an education. Legal· and medical 
tees paid. Call collect (815) 844-
3309. 
__________ 9/30 
ADOPTION: Loving couple 
unable to have baby wants to-
give infant all advantages of a 
loving, financially secure home. 
We'll pay expenses. Legal, confi-
dential. Call collect (717) 569-
2944. 
Microwave ovens tor rent $59 for 
9 months plus $10 deposit. Apart-
ment Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 
phone 348-7746. 
_________ 12/11 
Male subleaser nee,ded for S '93. 
Close to Campus. Heat Paid for. 
Call after 6. Ask tor Todd. 348-
1461 
__________ 1012 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Upstairs rooms for 3-4. Share 
bath and kitchen. $165 each 
includes utilities. 345-341 O 
__________ 9/30 
ACROSS 
1 Caper 
&NOW's 
legislation 
concern 
29Perfume 
ingredient 
· 52 Candlemaker's 
substance 
&Casaba 
14 Burr or Copland 
15 Pitch 
34 Sharp-nosed 
fish · 
35 Race segment _ 
36 A patois of La. 
37 Spanish stream 
39 Avoid wedding 
costs 
56 Couples's 
cheapest 
purchase 
57 Board game 
with marbles 
63 V-shaped roof 
gutter 
Mini storage for rent by the 
month. Apartment -Rentals 820 
Lincoln St. phone 348-7746. · 
_________ 12/11 
1984 Cutlass Cierra, 53,000 
miles, 2DR, blue, loaded, $4,500 
345-6861. 
_________ 12/11 
1978 Honda Hawk, CB400. $450 
obo. Great condition. Call 348-
1105. 
----~----12/11 
For sale '85 Dodge Colt/creme 
cheap transportation-Good Con-
dition! $1200. obo 148-7864 
Christa. 
84 Pontiac TransAm 
anniversary limited edition, 
good condition, 3,000 
5729 after 5:30 
Stereo & speakers-$60. 
hoop/backboard-$30. Ov 
washer/dryer-$75. 1 Oa-
4426 
U2 Tickets, $50; Alpine 
Player, $190; Clarion T 
$125. Call 581-6137 
CHEAP! FBl/U.S. SEIZ 
MERCEDES, $200; 86 
87 MERCEDES, $100; 65 
TANG, $50. FREE Inform 
Hour Hotline. 801-37 
<;;opyright #IL 14KJC 
ZETA'S AND SIGMA'S, will have Dr. William Colvin as the 
speaker at 6 p.m. Monday in the Oakland room of the Union. 
address: Afro-Studielji at EIU. Come _help the blue and white I 
ebrate? festi,'!,~ we~k. ·: -) ·>, s ;1.;oiJ "' ,_,,.,i-1 ·" ·, _, , 
RECREATl0"1 ,$,~0BT? Wl."J,.' hav1e; l~i?l~flgn~Jl9~~)~1JY 
Monday for Table Tennis Sil!gles at 7 p.m. on the Lantz Soull!l 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WILL have trapshooting practice 
from 2-4:30 p.m. Monday and 3-4:30 p.m. Tuesday at the C 
Gun Club. 
E.A.R.T.H. WILL HAVE a meeting at 6 p.m. Monday in Blair H 
313. 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have an active meeting at 6:30 p.m. 
in the Arcola/Tuscola room. DUES ARE DUE TODAY! 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will work on the float from 
Monday. Take a study break and come on down to 9th and Linco 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER'S Haiti connection will meet at 
Monday in the Newman Center. All Welcome! 
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS will have a panel discus. 
internships at 6 p.m. Monday in BB207. Dr. Gail Mason fr 
Speech Department will speak with other students on a panel. 'I 
ships, Are They Worth It?" 
PLEASE NorE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day 
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern 
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. E 
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Cam 
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Sat 
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publ 
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any- Clip that is illegible or 
conflicting information will not be run. " 
16 Golfer's 
hole---
11 Therapeutic 
treatments 
20 Suffix with 
expert 
41 Counterfeiter 
catcher 
64 Affliction 21 
Phone: Students D Yes D No 
-------~ 
Dates to run _____________ _ 
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of:-------------
Expiration code (office use only) _________ _ 
Person accepting ad _____ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days _____ ---'Amount, due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: D Cash ocheck D Credit 
Check number 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 1 O cents per word 
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance. 
· DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
P.M. 
6:00 
6:30 
ews 
Inside Edition 
WCIA-3 
ews 
Ent. Tonite 
WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 
ews 
Married ... 
21 Reveille players 
22 Two-tab dinners 
for two 
21 Arrow poison 
28 Sermonizer's 
·source 
USA-26 
uantum eap 
7:00 
7:30 
Fresh Prince 
som 
Evening Shade 
Hearts Afire 
Young Indiana 
Jones 
NFL Match Up Murder, 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11 :00 
11:30 
Movie: Fergie 
and Andrew 
News 
Tonight 
rent Affair 
Inside- Edition 
Murphy Brown 
Love and War 
Northern Exposure 
News 
M*A*S*H 
Peoples Court 
Niglitline 
Raiders at 
Chiefs 
News 
Love Conn. 
. "'.' .... '.' , .... - \,.. 
... . ... - .. ~- .. - ........... --- - - ..... .. ... - - ._ -- - - ... --- - - "' -_ .... 
NFL Mag. She Wrote 
Auto Racing 
WWF Wrestling 
Baseball Tonight MacGyver 
SportsCenter Hammer 
Late Mr. Pete 
Off Road Racin Ray Bradbury_ 
- 1 
65 Belief 
42 Knockabouts 
44Caen 
66 Macho matches 34 
condiment 
45From--Z 
46Concise 
67 Our nearest star 1::3,,,.7-+-+--
68 More ancient 
47 River to the 
Rhine 
48 Muddle or 
mulligan 
DOWN 
1 Ballerina's step 
2 Uncooked 
49 Oboe's cousin 3 Plural of is 4Nix 
5 Fried turnover 
6 Old English 
letter 
7 Aries 
~...!..1-=+':..:+:=-i ·· a Noah's 
debarkation site 
.;::..i.='-~:...:..t-.:+-=+'~ ·· 9 Maltreater 
es1gning om. 
Jeffersons 
White Sox Blos-
at Twins 
News Cur-
Kojak 
10 Spanish and 
Italian queens 
11 Theater section 
12 Humdinger 
·· 13 Headland 
18 Comes to rest 
19 Toper 
22 Compendium 
23 Lacking 
competence 
24 French 
Revolution 
aftermath 
25Actual 
Submarine 
Movie: Ro~er and 
Me 
Being Served 
Movie 
LA Law 
Christine 
Cromwell 
hirtysometh1ng 
arry Shandlrng 
Molly Dodd 
. ~ . , ' 
I \ 0 '' ~ ' 
• - - - -- .... ,,. ,. 'I - •• 
42 
46 
57 
63 
66 
26 Disclosure 
30 Coterie 
31 Love apple 
32 Click beetle 
33 Fame 
3& Actress Holm 
38 Extinct 
Hawaiian birds 
40 Fairy '" 
43 Noblewoman 
47 Spiro and family 
48 Monetary unit of 
Israel 
Cheers 
Movie: The 
Aviator 
50 Yugoslav city 
51 One hundred: 
Comb. form 
52 Spiny-finned fish 
53 "Help Me Make It 
-- the Night" 
54 Ireland, to Gaels 
55 Indigo 
58 Bill's partner 
59 Niflheim rul 
eo Purpose , 
61 Arikara 
DISC-9 WEIU-29, 51 
amera in t e o poo 
Wilderness News. 
Natural World Disney 
Penguin Summer Little House 
Star Trek 
WKRP 
Arsenic Hall 
Star Trek 
orld Away , Combat 
Bob Spec 
atural World Movie: The 
Third Man 
- -----~ - - -- -- - - - ~--· .. - - . -L11::~-.~~..:J111.~_"'lft...a.......:..~...._...,_-~..!.a1.L.&<c.ii.~~..._•'ll..-"'-6"' 
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~-------12111 
1983 PLYMOUTH GRAND FURY 
··Door, 83,000 Actual Miles, 
iood Dependable Transporta-
lon, $1650. Call Steve, Days 
1-6251, Evenings, 348-1657. 
1-- 9/30 
WOMENS' blk leather jacket sz 
15, $50; wmns blue jean jacket sz 
$15. 348-8545 
________ 12111 
linton/Gore & Carol Moseley 
·aun Tee-shirts for $10.00 & up. 
i-0030 
_________ 11/4 
1988 HONDA NX250 ENDURO 
HEAP SPORTY TRANS-
10R.TATION 1,200 MILES. 
i1,500/0BO. CALL ANYTIME 
5-2675 t--________ .9/25 
1·81 Programmable Graphics 
lculator. Used one semester. 
.00 (217) 586-2676. 
_________ 9/25 
8li Doge Omni. Auto, 4 door, 
1lte. $800.-00·0B0. Call (217) 
'·258~ :•>2 \, ,, I 
< • ' 10/1 
In SNAKE Red Tail Boa s 
:hon B 0 Will Deliver. $1 ,967. 
18Jay. 
_ _____ __ 12111 
1978 Dodge DIPLOMAT, Great 
ndition, Good gas mileage. No 
.hon body. 345-7619. 
_________ 9/25 
1985 Ford/LTD 4 DR automatic, 
'1Qd condition, runs greatly. Only 
11080 now. Call 581 -2530 after 
l-30 
_ ________ 9/28 
981 Suzuki GS 1 OOOL Very 
iood Condition, $1300 OBO. 
1581 -3596 
________ 12111 
1984 Toyota Tercel! exc. cond. 
:all 856-3549 leave message. 
,150. 
_ _______ 9/25 
\MAHA DX27S SYNTHESIZER 
'ITH STAND, DUST COVER, 
1ND HARD CASE; VALVE 
ER $900 ONLY $375. COLOR 
IDEO CAMERA $100. UNIDEN 
DAR DETECTOR $45. CASIO 
IT-100 $20. RADIO-SHACK 
iBILE/BASESTATION CB $60. 
348-7873 
9/28 
1e glasses lost Coleman Hall 
auditorium. Contact Betty if 
ind 581-2016 
_ _______ 9/30 
·,uND: Keys in Booth Library. 
11 to claim 6072. 
_ _ _ _____ 9/28 
1ST: AT ALPHA GAM BARN-
NCE ON SATURDAY-BLACK 
OAK CAMERA AND KEYS 
IDE CASE. REWARD! 581 -
2 
~-------9/29 
Id ring found in Grand Bali -
n. Call 348-0667 to identify. 
:.'. ' 9/30 
1lllllllllnli~ 
FAVORS, TEAM 
IRTS, GLASSWEAR, 
.EDGE SHIRTS, FUNCTIONS 
MECOMING SUPPLIES, 
.OOR SHIRTS. CHECK OUT 
ENS NEW AND IMPROVED 
1VOR DEPARTMENT. ORDER 
:ALLY AND SAVE. CALL IRA 
DETAILS. 345-4600 
1/1,4,10,15,18,23,28, 10/1,6,9 
in and check out the fea-
article this week at Tokens 
ing Department. It could be 
1ething new, It could be some-
blue, It could be something 
, But its definitely something 
you. 
_ _ ___ ca9/9, 14,21,28 
"I. You need a mortician. Wis-
·1n Rules! What's up with that! 
your AGS Amy 
~-------9/28 
1: Happy 21 st B-day. Your 
to be KDR Brothers. 
_ _______ 9. /28 
1:1111111•11 Calvin and Hobbes 
Tracy, Congratulations on getting 
lavaliered to Mike Oliver of Delta 
Tau Delta. Sig Kap love, Amy 
_________ 9/28 
Heather Buck-You're the best 
mom in the whole world. Thanks 
for everything. Luv in alpha Garn, 
Heathre. 
__________ 9/28 
PUT A SMILE ON SOMEONE'S 
FACE-SEND A BALLOON! UP, 
UP & AWAY BALLOONERY 
DELIVERS! 1503 ?TH ST. 345-
9462 
_______ ca25,28,30 
NEW BULBS. Most Intense Bulbs 
Wolff makes. Call 348-0357-4 
p.m. to 9p.m. For a Jamaican 
Tan. 10 Sessions $23.00. Call us 
for Tee-Shirts for organizations or 
clubs. GREAT PRICES. 
=-="77":-==--:::--:-::-::----9/28 
REWARD $100 to the person 
with information that will result in 
the recovery of my Kawasaki 
220cc Bayou 4-wheeler . 
(ID#508792). Stolen the weekend 
9/20. Call 345-3466, 345-2842 or 
notify the Charleston Police 
Department 345-2144. 
_________ 9/28 
Jodi Rae Delatore I hope you 
liked your surprise party Sunday. 
That was mine and Beau 's 
secret! Happy 18th! LOVE Pam 
__________ 9/28 
Krista Bedinger-You are the best 
kid! Get psyched for lunch at 
lkes! Love your Alpha Garn Mom, 
Kristen 
__________ 9/28 
Jenny Phillips-You are doing a 
great job this year! I'm so proud 
of you! Love your AGD Kiddo 
.,..... _________ 9/28 
Anjel-Even though times may be 
tough right now, don't give up. 
Life throws us so many curves 
sometimes, but I know you ' ll 
make it through. I'm here to help 
in any way I can-remember that. 
I'm proud to call you my daugh-
ter. I love you. Phi Sig Love, 
Becky 
__________ 9/28 
RORY: Happy 22nd Birthday! 
P .S. You're the buff est! Love, 
Carla 
-,---..,.,--~-..,..-c=------.,-9/28 
Joalice Oard: Thanks for being 
such a friend since the beginning! 
I'm sorry. Love Ya, Holly 
__________ 9/28 
Blake Stone: Thanks for treating 
us at Stix Wed. night. ASA love, 
Kaaryn , Sherri , Brigid, Kaye, 
Jenny and Kimberly. 
__________ 9/28 
LISA LEDEBUHR: Congratula-
tions AST Active of the Week! 
_______ ___ 9/28 
Congratulations Alpha Phi's on 
your third time winning Derby 
Days! Love, the ALPHA GAMS 
- -------- 9/28 DIANE SPANOS!! Happy 21 st 
Birthday to the grooviest gal in 
America and the best friend any-
one could ask for! Love, Jeannine 
9/28 
~M~I C~H~E~LL,...,E-S~P~A~N~G~E~N~B=""'E R G: 
Happy Birthday one day late! 
Congratulations-you 're finally 
legal! Love, Anne and Kirstin 
_________ 9./28 
Cindi Unes-Hope you have an 
awesome B-Day. Don't drink too 
much S.C. love, Keather, Liz and 
Karen 
-----------.,-9./28 
CONGRATULATIONS NICK 
CARRILLO ON BEING SELECT-
ED TO ORDER OF OM EGA!! 
YOUR SIG EP BROTHERS ARE 
PROUD OF YOU!! 
9/28 
~H=E~Y,...,T~U~R~T~LE=s--T~h_e_S~IG"'""EPS 
have HEARTS ON for Homecom-
ing with th e DEL TA ZETAS. 
We' re gonna bring the big pie 
home for ya!! Love, The Men of 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON. 
_ _ _ _______ 9/28 
"Internships, Are They Worth It?" 
A panel discussion with Dr. Gail 
Mason of the Speech Communi-
cations Dept. and students in the 
Communications Field . Spon-
sored by Women In Communica-
tions. Mon. 28th, 6 pm Buzzard 
207. 
_________ 9/28 
Find what you're 
looking for in the 
NEWS classified 
ads. 
' CaH 58·~ -28-12 
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l\R£~T ~OIJ S\JPPos£D 
Ta B£ (X)\t-lEi '(C>\JR 
l-\OM't.WOR¥".? 
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Doonesbury 
I (iJANO FOllM3 AN OPINfJN. ~ 
"/NN£R f.CfJW6Y~' 'HOU5W' 
"ClX?f3ffl/{Jf;NCY".1 "l?YSFUNC· 
770NAL-7HINl<JN6"! GO~ 
lrlU51" HAV/3 WRITTEN 1Hl'3 
1HING !NA HOTTU8! TAJ,.K 
A80/JT C0z EMISSIONS! 
\ _ /l J) 
7Ht MANS OVER 40 YeARS 
OW, AN[) H& ONt.Y JUST 
RJUN[) H/"3 Ufe'S CENTRAL 
ORGANIZING PlffePCJ3e.? 
ANIJ TH&Y CAU- Me C4UW, 
.1 f/./HlffEfJIEJR 7HAT MCIW'3! 
l "" ~ . (( ')_ 
. ~ 
UM .. , 
5UR&. 
a/HY 
NOTr 
\ 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN@ 
YOU HAVE AIC7SI? ME, ANO L 
HAVE TAKEN "WU INTO MY 
CONFtt'ENC.E.. NOW, FARE.W'eJ..L. .I 
0 
... ,11 ~
~.-~ -~- ____ ._.... ........ . .,____,..._.... - ·-
by Bill Watterson 
~~~ [!] 'IDOri 
I MEAN, MY UFE'S 
ALWAYS HAO A 
C£NrRAl ORGANIZING 
PURPOSE-... \ 
toOK, 
Off/CJ?:R, 
CAN'T/J/t 
IM/<£.7HIS 
GOAWAY2 
\ 
\ 
a 
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
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,. Eastern fails to rebound at Southern Methodi 
By RYAN GIUSTI 
Staff writer 
After starting the season 1-3, the 
Eastern soccer team was hoping to 
get back on track this weekend at 
the Southern Methodist Soccer 
Classic in Texas. 
But things did not tum out the 
way .the Panthers had wanted as 
they finished the weekend with a tie 
and loss. On Friday the Panthers 
tied North Texas University 2-2 for 
their first tie of the season and 
Sunday they lost to No. 4 ranked 
Southern Methodist, 5-1. 
Eastern coach Cizo Mosnia said 
he was not to happy with his team's 
performance this weekend. 
"We didn't play well at all both 
games," Mosnia said. "Friday's 
game was a little bit better than 
(Sunday's), but we did not look too 
good." 
The Panthers started the season 
with a win against conference 
opponent Valparaiso, but then lost 
three straight games, all to national-
ly-ranked teams. Eastern falls to 1-
4-1 on the season and will play four 
straight Mid-Continent Conference 
games starting next Friday. 
Sunday's loss to the Mustangs 
spoiled Mosnia's reunion with 
former teammate Schellas 
Hyndman. 
Hyndman is the coach of SMU 
and played with Mosnia for Eastern 
almost 20 years ago. 
Mosnia said that his team was 
outplayed by the top-ranked 
Mustangs. 
"They were a much stronger, 
physical team than we were and 
they wanted it a lot more," Mosnia 
said of Southern Methodist. "We 
were timid and they were very 
aggressive and our guys couldn't 
handle the high pressure from the 
other players." 
The only goal Eastern scored 
came early in the second half when 
senior tri-captain Jim Davidson 
scored at 41 :22 off an assist from 
Jim Harkness. 
Mosnia said his team could have 
fared better than they did 
against North Texas. 
"If you look at the sta 
should have won Friday," 
said. "We had some op 
to score where we hit the 
couple of times." 
Tom Waters scored the Pan 
first goal in the first half 
assist by freshman Peter B 
North Texas went up 2-1 
senior Adam Howarth ti 
score in the second half off 
assist from Waters. 
Lady natters dominate tourney Panthers lose to Bradle 
By MATT MAHARG 
Staff writer 
The womens' tennis team beat itself more 
times than opponents did during the week-
end, compiling a 24-2 singles mark and a 10-
1 doubles record. - . 
Not included among the losses were three 
other singles matches and one doubles match 
where Eastern players went head-to-head. 
The opposition in this tournament included 
the University of Missouri, Sangamon State 
and Northern Iowa. 
Eastern coach John Ross credited the visi-
tors, but this was a weekend that had Eastern 
playing it's best tennis under Ross. 
"I knew we were capable of playing this 
Byrd's Cleaners 
Located on S. 4th St. 
around the ~~t::M•N 
curve 
M-F 
6:30-5 
Sat 8-12 
345-4546 
LAWSON 
well, but the thing that surprises me is that we 
were able to do it so early in the season 
against this type of competition," Ross said. 
Each team had four doubles teams and 
eight singles players in the tournament. In 
doubles, Eastern's No. 1 team of Theresa 
Rumage and Samantha Wulfers finished first 
with a 3-0 record, defeating a Northern Iowa 
team for the championship. 
Terra Erickson and Geeta Dua took first 
place consolation as the No. 2 doubles team 
and Lisa Berg and Melissa Welch finished 
first at No. 3 as well. 
Eastern was just as dominant in singles 
play as Samantha Wulfers, Terra Erickson, 
Lisa Berg and Kristy Sims all went undefeat-
ed. 
By MATT MAHARG 
Staff writer 
The mens' tennis team only was able to 
play one match this weekend, and even it 
was shortened by rain in a 6-1 loss to 
Bradley. 
'T d say that was the weakest Bradley 
team I've seen in my stay at Eastern," head 
coach John Bennett said. "Two major 
things hurt us, unforced errors and not tak-
ing advantage of easy shots they gave us." 
With Dennis Alexander unable to make 
the trip, the No. 1 doubles team consisted 
of George Macey and Ryan Ivers, who lost 
6-4, 6-4. Brad Rozboril and Jeff Lindstrom 
NOBODY 
KNOWS 
LIKE 
were at No. 2 and dropped the mate 
three sets after being one game away 
winning it in the second set. 
The No. 3 doubles team was Pat 
and Brandon Kuhl, Eastem's lone s· 
winner. Mellin and Kuhl won the 
7-6, lost the second one 6-2 and then 
to default the match in the third set 
4-1. 
Eastern didn't come too close in sin 
matches, although the rain ended a c 
of them that Eastern looked to win. 
Macey was leading at No. 1 with a 6-4, 
lead and Lindstrom at No. 5 looked to. 
hi s match before the rain just got 
heavy. 
RDOMINO'S ll 
How You Like Pizza At Home. 
'\, 
-
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Comedy 
Night 
Friday 
Doors open 
at 8:00 p.m. 
Show starts 
at 9:30 
506 W. Lincoln 
:c 345-2516 
,2 FREE PEPSIS with: 
MEDIUM PIZZA 
Chee4!~ 
OR 
MEDIUM PAN -p1zzA 
with Cheese 
5?u~x 
LARGE PIZZA 
with Cheese & 
3 FREE PEPSIS 
TERRIFIC TUESDAYS! 
Dinner for THREE! 
LARGE CHEESE PIZZA 
with 32oz. of PEPSI 
. Ml TUESDAYS ONLY .... L---------------------------------L---------------
STUDENT SURVIVAL KIT (OFFER MAY EXPIRE WITHOUT NOTICE) ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVAILAB 
OFFER GOOD AT LISTED LOCATIONS ONLY. NO LIMIT ON PIZZAS. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. MUST MENTION COUPON WHEN ORDEAi 
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~country take first 
·Gifts&.. Cards 
·Art Supplies 
·Draft Supplies 
·Computer Supplies 
rainy day and a soaked course 
ldn't dampen the spirits of the 
en's cross country team on 
aymoming. 
. e women harriers cruised to a 
t place finish at the EIU 
":tational beating out Southern 
tois University at Edwardsville, 
tthwest Missouri State and The 
iversity of Illinois at Chicago. 
!The race was won by Lori 
:ner, an open competitor, in a 
of 18:22. But Eastern filled 
first four collegiate spots as 
'a Thomas finished first with a 
te of 18:30. Shortly after her 
came Ti Jaye Rhudy, 18:41, 
Brooke Roberts, 18:47, and Amy 
Bersig ,18:56. 
Erma Perez's eighth place fin-
ish, and the backing effort of 
Aislinn Wiley and Jamie Heath, 
helped Eastern to seal the overall 
title. 
"We knew that we had to get out 
and establish ourselves firmly in 
the start of the race," said coach 
John Craft. "All the women ran an 
excellent race in the rain." 
Eastern controlled the race from 
start to finish as they beat SIU 
Edwardsville by 23 points, and 
topped both Southwest Missouri 
State and UIC by 73 points. 
Previous illnesses by some of 
Eastern 's runners didn't seem to 
affect their performances at all. 
Brooke Roberts and Amy Bersig, 
who weren't 100 percent at the 
beginning of the week, had no 
trouble with the rain and sloppy 
course conditions. 
Kiya Thomas, who missed most 
of the week's practice due to leg 
problems, had no trouble posting 
an excellent time and finishing first 
in collegiate scoring. 
"They took it out pretty hard and 
established the race,"Craft said. 
"We want to try to build on this 
performance and be consistent for 
the rest of our meets. Our girls 
shouldn't have any trouble staying 
at the level they are at right now." 
2 t 7 Lincoln Ave • 
345-PENS 
'7~ 
.·~-EXPRESS 
EYE CARE 
)}1tH14M T ,·A 
EASTERN DISCOUNT 
PROGRAM olleyball splits weekend games Senior Beth Foster also posted 
writer eight kills; her five block assists 
- . were tops in the contest. 
e Lady Pa'.ntliers came" away 1• Teamlllate Kaaryn Sadler con-nt.Ji.1J J"lcy_ r1!!1U" SflJ .Ill fl'll lt' r· JI ·1 , c "'· • • - • • 
tl'tms weeKena s action ae1eat- tnbuted eight kills and Sherne 
Western Illinois on Friday and Piwowarczyk came through to 
:ing to Northern Illinois on score four kills. 
day in consecutive games 15- "Foster did a good job for us on 
5-8 and 15-8. the defense," Ralston said. "We'll 
stem was never really in the be playing them (Northern) again 
itch against Northern. The October 16 and we're going to 
:kies strong front row, led by have to work on our blocking and 
ty Foulke (15 kills) and Wendy setting tendancies. Many times it 
on (23 kills), were able to seems that we set or pass it to the 
'1nate the action at the net. same people and our opponents 
.ey were able to get their hits can read into what we're going to 
1e ground. It wasn't that we do." 
tern) did a bad job, it's just Friday's contest found Eastern 
11 they were awfully good taking it to Western coach Julie 
tight," Coach Betty Ralston Kartel 's Westwinds, defeating 
e Lady Panthers were once 
1in led by the strong play of 
ior Susie Green and junior Kim 
tub. Green was all over the 
, making 11 kills and helping 
defensively with 11 digs 
inst Northern. Traub was 
m 's leader in kills Saturday 
15, adding two block assists 
one solo block. 
1unior setter Shannon C~sey 
'Ped in and complemented 
mate Amy Van Eekeren 's 
'ing with 30 assists of her own, 
1g a good job of mixing the 
· .g and setting for Eastern. 
them handily 15-2, 15-7 and 15-5. 
The victory was an emotional 
triumph for Ralston and her Lady 
Panthers since Eastern hadn't beat-
en Western since late in the 1985 
season. 
"We took it to their middle-hit-
ters since for some reason they just 
weren't in the game," Ralston said. 
"We did a real good job· with the 
serving, mixing it up a little, but 
we really killed them in the mid-
dle." 
In the three-game match, Green 
and Traub again led the Lady 
Panthers on the offensive. Traub 
picked up 15 kills, three solo 
l\Thanr<You-
Kristy Pahlman 
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i fOr-'beirig-~tt1e Sig E'P 
Sweetheart. 
We will miss you. 
Love, the men of 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
ALL NEW RELEASE~ 
$3.00 PER DAV 
ALL OTHER TITLES 
$2.00 PER WEEK (7 DAYS) 
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blocks and-one block assist. Green 
was the team leader with 16 kills 
and also provided Eastern with 
one solo block and one block 
assist. 
Van Eekeren also had another 
nice match for Eastern, finishing 
with 44 assists in.only three games 
against Western, while Foster piled 
up nine kills and seven digs, and 
Sadler added eight kills, to provide 
the Eastern front line with a spark. 
"The girls really played great," 
Ralston said. "Last year, the kids 
didn't have as much experience 
·con the court) as they do now, so 
people looked at our record and 
didn't figure we'd be as successful 
as we've done. 
"We've been very happy with 
the eight-person rotation that's 
being used. We've been winning 
with it and the girls on the bench 
are ready to come in anytime but 
for now we'll stick with what's 
working." 
Ralston also talked about Friday 
night's crowd which seemed as if 
Eastern had an extra seventh play-
er on the court. 
"This was the best crowd I can 
remember in the 10 seasons I've 
been here," Ralston said. "It was. 
just great to hear the Eastern fans 
cheering and really enthusiastic. It 
really kept us in the game and 
made us feel good." 
STUDENTS, FACULTY 
and ADMINISTRATION 
$2Q.OO OFF 
1 PAIR of 
CLEAR 
CONTACTS 
*standard soft, 
daily wear 
FREE 
CONTACTS 
BUY a PAIR of 
COLORED 
CONTACTS 
and recieve a 
FREE 
CLEAR PAIR 
OF CONTACTS 
1/3oFF 
. 'l.tlc 
a Complete Pair · 
of Glasses 
345-2527 I 235-1100 
528 West Lincoln 
CHARLESTON 
(Next to Wal-mart) 
700 Broadway East 
MATTOON 
(Cross County Mall) 
NOT ALL PIZZAS 
ARE CREATED EQUAL! 
Not All Large Pizzas are 1s• ... uke Ours. 
Not All Medium Pizzas are 14" ... Like Ours . 
Not All Small Pizzas are 1211 ... Like Ours. 
---------------------------------( SMALL (12•) ) : ( MEDIUM (14•) ) : ( LARGE .(1&•) ) : · I I 
I 
I IHIN CRUST : THIN CRUST : THINSCRUdi;1 
: CHEESE PIZZA : CHEESE PIZZA · CHEESE -Piil 
I S3.99~ ! S4.99:: ss.99:: 
Each additional topping 60¢ Each additional topping 91¢ Each additional topping $1.11 
char1eston ~nlca~ 
909 18th street pizza =ij 
348-7515 ~ . 
char1eston ~nlca~ 
909 18th street pizza =ij 
348-7515 ~ 
Charleston ~nlca~ 
90918th street pizza =ij 
348-7515 ~ 
Good thru 10/14/92. Good thru 10/14/92. Good thru 10/14/92. 
Please present this coupon when paying. Please present this coupon when paying. Please present this coupon when paying. 
Carry-Out or Delivery! 
--
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Mens' X-Country wins EIU lnvi 
By BRIAN HARRIS 
Staff writer 
Through the rain, wind and mud, 
the mens' cross country team 
claimed · first place at the EIU 
Invitational on Saturday. 
Despite the weather, Eastern ath-
letes claimed six of the first ten 
places, with junior Dave Lewis tak-
ing the individual title. 
Lewis' winning time of 26: 13 for 
8,000 meters (4.97 miles), was the 
fourth fastest time ever run by 
Eastern athlete on the Panthers' 
home course. Lewis finished with a 
five-second margin over second 
place finisher Brian Glass of 
Southern Illinois University at 
Edwardsville. 
Eastern woq the team competi-
tion with 23 points, ahead of 
Southern Illinois (36) and Illinois-
Chicago (80). The race was origi-
nally supposed to be a six-team 
competition, but some last cancel-
lations left it as a triangular. 
The race went out conservative, 
with the bulk of the compe~itors 
staying packed together for the first 
half mile. 
But after the group passed the 
mile mark in 5:02, senior Geoff 
Masanet took the lead with Lewis, 
Nate Shaffer and Glass in tow. 
Joined also by freshman Steve 
Cunningham, the lead five con-
trolled the race until just past the 
two-mile mark, where Lewis and 
Glass made the break. 
Even with a mile to go, with the 
exception of Lewis and Glass, the 
front pack was still running rela-
tively close together. It wasn't until 
the runners started sprinting to the 
finish line that any kind of time 
spread was established. 
Junior Jeff Trask finished third in 
26:30 with freshman Jason Frey 
close behind in fourth place at 
26:31. 
"We ran a lot more aggressively 
than we did last week," said head 
coach John Mcinerney. "We had 
nine guys finish within 49 seconds 
of each other, I was real happy with 
that." 
The 49-second time gap was a 
big improvement for the Panthers, 
compared to the 1: 11 time spread 
for their first seven finishers last 
week at Kenosha. 
Lewis' win was a surprise, b.ut 
not so much considering he was the 
Panthers' third runner at Kenosha. 
The real surprise was sophomore 
Jon Bates, who was Eastern 's 
fourth runner in eighth place. Just 
last week he was on the 
sity running 28:00, now 
traveling team running 
"Jon ran an outs 
Mcinerney said. "We 
efforts up and down the 
real pleased with how 
together though. If we 
that up, it will really 
what will happen the 
season." 
Other top finishers fl 
included Cunningham 
26:46, Brett Carlson · 
26i47, Sh~f{~r iJl 1 ~ 
Masanet 13th at 26:A7 
Arsenault in 14th at 27. 
The team's next 
be in two weeks at 
Invitational. 
Panthers lose to Redbirds; Thorne injur 
I ~ Illinois State punis 
Ml"C AN:i\;MU~ I L'~taTT pnotographer 
Athletic trainers Rob Doyle (left) and Dawn Dickenson (right) escort Eastern quarterback Jeff Thorne 
(center) off the field during the Panthers' football game at Illinois State. Thorne sprained a joint in his 
throwing shoulder. The Panthers lost the game 48-7 to drop to 2-2 on the season. 
Thorne hurts throwing s·houlder 
By KEN RYAN 
Sports editor 
NORMAL-The Panthers 48-7 
loss to Illinois State Saturday after-
noon was painful, but not nearly as 
painful as what the Redbird 
defense instilled upon quarterback 
Jeff Thorne. 
Thorne, the fifth leading 
Division I-AA passer last season, 
suffered an acromio-clavicular 
sprain on his right, throwing shoul-
der and will be out for at least two 
weeks. He is scheduled to see a 
specialist on Monday to see the 
extent of the injury. 
With Illinois State leading 7-0, 
Thorne received heavy pressure 
from the Redbird defense and got 
sandwiched · between three players 
and the artificial turf and had to 
leave the game with 7:40 remain-
ing in the first quarter. 
"I stepped up into the pocket and 
had to slow down to avoid a 
linebacker," Thorne said. "I avoid-
ed him, but by that time all the 
players collapsed on me and three 
of their guys landed on me. The 
astroturf grabbed my shoulder and 
wouldn't let go." 
Before Thorne left the game, he 
connecting on 1-3 passes for 14 
yards. 
Both Illinois State head coach 
Jim Heacock and Eastern coach 
Bob Spoo believed that Thorne's 
injury wouldn't have made a differ-
ence in the outcome of the game. 
''Thorne is an outstanding quar-
terback," Heacock said. "Anytime 
a team loses a player of his caliber, 
it hurts them. ·1 don ' t know if it 
effected the outcome, but maybe it 
affected the score." 
Spoo was upset with the loss, but 
was glad to give backup Pete 
Mauch some playing time. 
"I seriously doubt it (that 
Thorne's injury resulted in the 
loss), Spoo said. "I didn't think we 
could play any worse than we did 
against Marshall, but we did. 
"It was a good opportunity for 
Mauch though. I thought he did 
some pretty good things out there." 
Mauch, who is expected to take 
over until Thorne recovers from his 
injury, completed 6-19 passes for 
143 yards, including a 62-yard 
touchdown toss to Obadiah 
Cooper. 
Mauch is a red-shirt freshman 
from Naperville. 
On the season, Thorne has com-
pleted 49-92 passes for 536 yards 
and has thrown two touchdowns 
and one interception. 
Eastern with 48-7 
By KEITH FARROLL 
Associate sports editor 
NORMAL- Eastern football 
coach Bob Spoo had plenty of 
reasons not to be happy after 
Illinois State (2-2 overall and 1-1 
in conference) dealt the Panthers 
(2-2 and 0-1 in conference) a 48-
7 lose in Saturday's Gateway 
Football Conference match up at 
Hancock Stadium. 
Not only was Spoo upset with 
his team dropping its opening 
conference game, but he was also 
upset with the way the team's 
mental game was displayed. 
"(Illinois State) came ready to 
play and we didn't at all," Spoo 
said. "We did not play with any 
kind of intensity or emotion 
what-so-ever. I didn't think we 
could play any worse than we did 
against Marshall, J:>'4.t ,yv~ · d.id. 
They controlled us better than 
Marshall." 
To add to Spoo's disappoint-
ments, the Eastern defense did 
not respond to the task of stop-
ping the Gateway 's leading run-
ning back, Toby Davis. 
This past week, Spoo reviewed 
game tapes of Davis running over 
tacklers and wondered how his 
defense could stop the Redbird's 
all-time leading rusher. 
But what Spoo saw Saturday 
was a rerun of those tapes. Davis 
ran into the end zone four times 
leading the Redbirds ' offensive 
attack. He ran the ball for 155 
yards on 31 carries, and he did 
not even play in the fourth quar-
ter. 
Davis scored three touchdowns 
in the third quarter from two 
yards, eight yards and one yard 
out with the final touchdown giv-
ing the Redbirds a 41-7 lead. His 
other touchdown was from two 
yards out in the first quarter. 
"When 11 guys can't muster 
any kind of continuity and emo-
tion out there, then (missing tack-
les) and other things like that are 
going to happen with an outstand-
ing running back," Spoo said. 
ing success. 
'Those guys came 
controlled the line of 
at will," Spoo said. " 
they wanted to do they 
to do." 
To add to Spoo's · 
now has to go througli 
next two weeks without 
ing quarterback. 
In the middle of the 
ter, Jeff Thorne scram 
the pocket, was gang 
came out with an aero 
ular sprain in his 
der. Redshirt fresh 
Mauch replaced Thorn 
The only offensive 
,tb,e P,0).1.tpei,p; .r,v~~·i8 
Wt¥._ter;, ~en1M.a11~ 
with Obadiah Cooperi 
yard touchdown pa 
Panthers only had 230 
while the Redbirds had 
yards. 
Perhaps the knocko 
for the Panthers was in 
quarter on the RedbiJ\ 
drive when the Panther 
held up and forced the 
to punt. But the 
Terrance Hickman fu 
the return and turned the 
to Illinois State setting 
Davis' three touchdow 
third quarter. 
Eastern saw the Illin 
side of the field only one 
the first half, which w 
Chris Hicks 21-yard 
Red bird 41 -y ard line 
halftime siren going o 
result of the lack of offi 
first half, the Panthers 
themselves trailing 20-0., 
"We didn't handle them 
sive) pressure," Spo 
"When you don't come 
and when your not w· 
fight that guy across the 
you, then you are not 
win the battles." 
